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Transgenic improvement: Salmon, trout
technology awaits regulatory approval
Wednesday, 1 February 2006

By Elliot Entis

AquaBounty aims to sell eggs, young �sh, technology licensing
It has been over 20 years since two then-young scientists, Garth Fletcher and Choy Hew, transfected salmon eggs
with a novel gene: an everyday salmon growth hormone gene, but driven by a promoter normally linked to the
expression of antifreeze proteins in ocean pout. The surprising result – growth-rate enhancement not seen before in
�sh farming – has since become part of the science and controversy surrounding the use of biotechnology for
enhanced food production. 

Commercialization of this kind of technology can enhance productivity beyond most other single innovations, but
also brings condemnation by some consumers and environmentalists who refuse to accept gene modi�cation as a
safe mechanism for improving stocks.

(https://www.aquaculturealliance.org)
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Extensive study
After two decades of research, thousands of �sh reared across six generations, and submission of regulatory studies
costing millions of dollars, this innovation may be nearing its commercial debut. AquaBounty Technologies expects
regulatory approval of its transgenic �sh for human consumption from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
in the relatively near future. By 2008 or 2009, the �rst commercial “AquAdvantage” trout and salmon may be
harvested. 

AquaBounty plans to commercialize these products through the sale of eggs and young �sh, and the licensing of the
technology to commercial aquaculture operations on a worldwide basis.

Advanced hybrids
These advanced hybrid �sh incorporate a single “all-�sh” transgene derived entirely from the DNA of �sh already
consumed by the public. The gene relocates the areas in which the �sh’s growth hormone is expressed to organs that
translate the hormone more e�ciently than usual into growth, and eliminates some of the seasonality of growth
hormone expression. This trait is then stably inherited by succeeding generations of �sh. 

Better e�ciency, not more hormone, is responsible for a large measure of the increased growth. Third-party studies
submitted to the FDA for regulatory purposes, in fact, show no increase in growth hormone levels in the �esh of the
transgenic �sh when compared with other farm-raised salmon. 

The growth rates of the di ploid advanced hybrid salmon outperform controls by 2 to 3:1.
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Other than the change in growth hormone distribution, AquAdvantage �sh produce only the same proteins and
hormones produced by other �sh. They are essentially indistinguishable from standard �sh except for their increased
growth rates. 

Fish performance
AquaBounty Technologies is currently breeding sixth-generation salmon and fourth-generation trout. In general, the
growth rates of the diploid advanced hybrids outperform the controls by 2-3:1. Although the �sh reach market size
sooner, they do not grow larger than standard farm-raised broodstock. 

Recent measurements at the AquaBounty Prince Edward Island indoor facility found the salmon crosses reached
weights of 80 to 100 grams after 120 days of feeding, compared to controls that weighed 10 to 40 grams. The former
continue several times larger than the controls up to market size. They reach weights of 500 grams after 225 days of
feeding and 4 kg or more at roughly 21 months. By comparison, the largest control �sh reached 130 grams at 225
days and 1 kg at 21 months. 

AquaBounty is working intensively with triploid salmon as well, and although they grow more slowly than the diploid
variants, they outperform the controls signi�cantly: 100 grams after 150 days of feed, and 375 grams at 225 days, for
an almost threefold advantage during early rearing. Further developmental work will determine to what degree these
advantages continue for the sterile salmon. Sterility is a prerequisite for ocean-grown salmon.

AquAdvantage trout also exhibit favorable growth rates. Recent crosses reached 700 grams in six months and 3 kg at
16 months, while controls averaged under 900 grams. 

Regulatory issues
AquAdvantage salmon and trout are currently being reviewed by the FDA under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
The �sh are held to the standards applied to new animal drugs, the highest barrier to commercial approval for
consumed products. Studies by independent laboratories analyzing every vitamin, mineral, hormone, fatty acid level,
amino acid, and protein of consequence in the �sh have been submitted to the agency. 

AquaBounty is awaiting formal responses to determine whether regulators will require further studies that assure its
�sh are safe to eat and equivalent to those already farmed. If approved, farmers will have to comply with rigorous
environmental controls in rearing the �sh. 

Environmental issues 
The concept of gene modi�cation has found resistance in both consumer and environmental circles. Many
consumers seem to object to the technology based on potential, unknown hazards of “altering nature.” Genetically
modi�ed foods have the potential to cause allergic reactions due to insertion of foreign genes, but this outcome is
routinely checked and avoided. Consumers are expected to relax their concerns over time as the technology proves
safe. 

Environmentalists present arguments that hybrid �sh that escape from net pens could outcompete and genetically
contaminate wild �sh. Although few �sh historically escape – and those that do should be sterile – concerns persist.
Sterile transgenic �sh could offer an ideal solution that addresses concerns about �sh escapement, genetic
contamination, and pollution of coastal waters. 

Solutions
AquaBounty Technologies recognizes such concerns and is working to minimize the risk factors. The transgenic
solution offers unique environmental and business positives.

The effective increase in feed conversion means that fewer natural resources are required to produce the �sh, thus
enhancing sustainability. Cutting the time required to raise salmon means supply can be increased without
proportionately increasing the use of coastal waters. 
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Transgenic salmon grown in ocean pens must be sterile to eliminate the contentious issue of potential harm to wild
stocks. Until now, sterilization (triploidy) has been problematic because the process slows growth rates. With the
fast-growing AquAdvantage �sh, this would no longer be an issue.

The ability to grow �sh more rapidly would also improve the economics of inland recirculating production systems
and make them more economically viable. With appropriate biosecurity controls in place, recirculating facilities could
more quickly grow out the hybrids and offset the inherently higher costs of recirculating operations.

(Editor’s Note: This article was originally published in the February 2006 print edition of the Global Aquaculture
Advocate.)
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